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Abstract



This paper presents a theory of sovereign borrowing and lending when there is no court to enforce repayment obligations. Specically, I extend the costly state verication approach in nancial contracting to include an ex-post repayment decision in which the borrower repays creditors to avoid repudiation costs. I derive the optimal loan contract, which I call  repudiation-proof debt, and show how it saves on costly verication and avoids repudiation. Repudiation-proof debt can explain several key facts of sovereign borrowing: (i) why governments issue bonds in the rst place; (ii) why strategic defaults occur even under the optimal loan contract; (iii) why such defaults are neither marginal nor total repudiation; and (iv) how repudiation costs mitigate sovereign risk and determine debt capacity in the absence of enforcement.
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Introduction



This paper analyzes the problem of credit extension to a borrower under asymmetric information when there is no court to enforce repayment obligations. Specically, I extend the costly state verication approach in nancial contracting to include an ex-post repayment decision by the borrower. In the absence



willingness-topay, stems from repudiation costs that creditors inict in case of non-repayment.



of external enforcement, the borrower's repayment incentive, or



The borrower is also reluctant to subject himself to a state verication. Such state verications result in symmetric information but, crucially, do not allow creditors to seize any of the borrower's income. The problem occurs naturally in the context of sovereign borrowing where no court can force governments of sovereign nations, like Greece or Argentina, to repay their debt obligations. Furthermore, only a small fraction of sovereign debt is collateralized.



It follows that governments can repudiate their debt



obligations, i.e., repay nothing. More commonly, governments repay their debts, at least partially, suggesting that such repudiation is costly.



1



Governments are also better informed as to their ability-to-pay. While creditors can certainly monitor a country's economic fundamentals, like GDP or exports, government nances are famously opaque, e.g., due to o-balance sheet guarantees or because governments do not report the numbers truthfully. The absence of external enforcement tends to exacerbate the asymmetric information, as a government's ability-to-pay does not provide a complete picture of sovereign risk: hard-to-monitor political factors are equally important in determining whether a government is willing to repay its loans and take actions to this end, e.g., cut expenses, increase taxes or sell state-owned property. A sovereign debt crisis is often necessary to reach some degree of transparency, e.g., through an extensive audit by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and



2



increased press coverage.



To analyze these features, I derive the optimal loan contract in a model of credit extension with asymmetric information, costly state verication, and an ex-post repayment decision by the borrower. Creditors oer the borrower, called



government, a loan contract that details the amount to be repaid, and whether there is to be a state verication, depending on the government's reported income. After choosing to accept the loan, the government privately observes its



1 Why



repudiation is costly, i.e., why governments repay in the absence of external enforce-



ment, is a central question of the sovereign debt literature known as the willingness-to-pay puzzle, cf. the literature review below.



2 The



Greek debt crisis serves as a case in point: it was triggered after a new government



revised the projected budget decit from 6.7% to 12.7% of GDP in October 2009. Details on government nances, the tax-collection system, and public sector entitlements, then became widely known during the ensuing debt crisis, which culminated in the March 2012 default.
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income, drawn from a common-knowledge probability distribution, and reports its income to the creditors.



Creditors observe the government's true income



in the event of a costly state verication. Ultimately, the government chooses whether to repay the loan in full, default partially, or repudiate totally. main question is,



The



what is the optimal loan contract?



This paper shows that the optimal loan contract for governments is, what I call a repudiation-proof debt contract, characterized by (i) a constant repayment obligation in unveried states, (ii) a state verication if and only if the government's ability-to-pay falls below a certain threshold, and (iii) a repayment obligation equal to the government's revealed willingness-to-pay in veried states. The rst two characteristics are debt-like: the constant repayment obligation corresponds to the



face value



of a debt contract; state verica-



default states. The third characteristic ensures that the contract is repudiation-proof, i.e., that the tions occur in low-income states that can be interpreted as



government chooses partial repayment over total repudiation in default states. Repudiation-proof debt is optimal because it saves on costly verication and avoids repudiation. State verications occur on a lower-interval set of income states. Repudiation does not occur in equilibrium, as the repayment obligation respects the government's willingness-to-pay in all states. In the absence of a court to enforce repayment obligations, this



incentive constraint



replaces the



usual budget constraint. Repudiation-proof debt contracts can explain several key facts of sovereign borrowing and in particular why governments issue bonds, i.e., debt contracts that promise a non-contingent repayment. Governments frequently default on such bonds and repay their debts partiallyoften after protracted debt renegotiations during which the country loses access to international capital markets. This observation has led Shleifer (2003) and others to raise the fundamental question why governments do not hedge the risks of an income shortfall by, e.g., issuing securities with returns linked to commodity prices or economic performance.



For example, Borensztein and Mauro (2004) make the case for



GDP-linked bonds, see also Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer (2006, Chapter 2) for a discussion of contractual incompleteness in sovereign borrowing. This paper provides an answer to the question why governments issue bonds. Government bonds can be understood as optimal loan contracts in an environment characterized by asymmetric information and weak contractual enforcement. Fully income-contingent contracts are not optimal, as the verication requirements would be prohibitive. Sovereign debt crises episodes can, accordingly, be interpreted as costly but necessary state verications that facilitate risk-sharing by resolving asymmetric information. The government then makes its nal repayment decision, which corresponds to a
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sovereign debt workout



or



partial default. The amount that the government repays depends on its abilityto-pay and on its bargaining position vis-à-vis creditors. Two types of sovereign default occur under repudiation-proof debt: rst, the government defaults in low-income states where it is unable to repay creditors; second, the government defaults in low-income states where it is unwilling to repay creditors, though its income is sucient. the second type are



While sovereign defaults of



strategic, they nevertheless occur in equilibrium under the



optimal loan contract. There is ample evidence that governments indeed default strategically, i.e., based on their willingness-to-pay rather than their ability-topay. Tomz and Wright (2007), for example, show that governments often default in spite of good times, or repay in spite of bad times.



Similarly, Manasse



and Roubini (2009) derive rules of thumb for sovereign defaults and show that solvency measures alone are not enough to assess the probability of default. Repudiation, an extreme type of sovereign default, does not occur under repudiation-proof debt. This is in line with empirical evidence showing widely varying, but positive, recovery rates after sovereign defaults. Cruces and Trebesch (2013) compute the average haircut to be 37%, with a large variation in haircut sizes, in a database covering 180 sovereign debt restructuring episodes from 1970-2010, cf. also Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer (2008). This paper relates different recovery rates to dierences in economic and political repudiation costs: higher repudiation costs tend to strengthen creditors' bargaining position leading to higher recovery rates, ex-post, and lower sovereign risk, ex-ante. While repudiation does not occur



on the equilibrium path, repudiation costs mitigate



sovereign risk and determine debt capacity in the absence of a court to enforce repayment obligations. The theory of sovereign debt presented in this paper builds on the assumptions that repudiation is costly, information is asymmetric, and state verication is costly. Why repudiation is costly is the subject of an extensive literature, reviewed below. I have argued that information is asymmetric in light of the low level of transparency with which most governments maintain their books, cf. Reinhart and Rogo (2009).



This asymmetric information is exacerbated by



hard-to-monitor political factors that determine how leaders balance debt repayment against other priorities, as argued by Tomz (2007). But why is state verication costly? I assume that state verication is costly because governments are reluctant to subject themselves to an extensive audit by, e.g., the IMF. This assumption can be motivated in several ways. The government may be averse to such audits simply because it dislikes the outside scrutiny and interference, perhaps because it has something to hide. A complementary motivation is that the government is concerned about the response of the electorate, which may perceive the audit as
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a bad signal or a humiliating loss of sovereignty. The upshot is that state verications are politically costly and that governments, in response, issue debt-like securities; in eect to minimize expected outside scrutiny and interference. This argument is reminiscent of Hellwig (2000) who argues that nancing strategies are frequently chosen with a view to preserving incumbent control.



3



The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related literature, section 3 gives the model, section 4 solves for the optimal loan contracts, and section 5 derives implication for the sovereign debt market. Section 6 analyzes an extension of the basic model that includes a debt renegotiation stage. Finally, section 7 concludes.
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Related Literature



This paper combines the costly state verication approach, a staple of the nancial contracting literature, with the risk of repudiation, characteristic of the sovereign debt literature. Costly state verication (CSV) models, pioneered by Townsend (1979), have been used to explain the use of debt by rms, see also Gale and Hellwig (1985). This paper relaxes the enforcement assumption that is implicit in traditional CSV models and includes an ex-post repayment decision by the borrower. Crucially, I retain the assumption that creditors can commit to verication strategies that are deterministic.



As Townsend (1979) already



noted, debt-like contracts are not optimal if creditors can commit to stochastic verication strategies; this was later shown by Border and Sobel (1987) and
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Mookherjee and Png (1989).



Krasa and Villamil (2000) show that simple debt



contracts with deterministic verication are optimal, even if stochastic verication strategies are allowed, when commitment is limited and enforcement is costly and imperfect; thus, they argue, their costly enforcement model justies the assumption of deterministic verication in CSV models. By deriving repudiation-proof debt as an optimal loan contract for governments, this paper contributes to the nancial contracting literature that studies optimal security design. Gale and Hellwig (1985) derive an optimal loan contract for rms, which they call standard debt, in a model of credit extension with asymmetric information, costly state verication, and perfect enforcement. My paper relaxes the enforcement assumption and includes an ex-post repayment decision by the government in which positive repayment is sustained by



3 Interestingly,



there are examples of GDP-linked instruments that have been issued after



incumbent government control was broken: Argentina issued them in 2005, and Greece in 2012, both as part of their debt restructuring.



4 Hvide



and Leite (2010) show that debt-like contracts reemerge as optimal in a standard



CSV model if creditors cannot commit to verication strategies and choose the probability of verication optimally after they receive a payment oer.
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repudiation costs. Compared to the standard debt contract, the default decision of the borrower is markedly dierent under the repudiation-proof debt contract, as strategic defaults occur on the equilibrium path. Furthermore, repudiationproof debt leaves the government with positive surplus in default states. This is crucial, as the positive surplus ensures that the government chooses to default partially rather than repudiate. The sovereign debt literature has mainly focused on the classic willingnessto-pay puzzle, to answer why governments repay their debts in the absence of enforcement.



Most theories employ representative-agent models and argue



future market exclusion; (ii) direct creditor sanctions ; (iii) reputational spillover eects; or (iv) domestic collateral damage.5 Other theories relax the representative-agent assumption and focus 6 on political agency to explain why governments repay. The empirical literature that repudiation is costly, e.g., due to (i)



has yielded no consensus on the magnitude or relative importance of dierent repudiation costs, cf. reviews by Panizza, Sturzenegger, and Zettelmeyer (2009) and Sandleris (2012). In this paper, I build on the sovereign debt literature by assuming that repudiation is costly, both economically and politically. Empirically, the economic costs of repudiation have proven hard to identify.



A challenge arises because



repudiation is not observed in the data and partial defaultswhich are observed in the datamay be excusable to some extent, as Grossman and Van Huyck (1988) argue in an inuential paper. This could also explain why the economic costs of sovereign default have proven hard, even elusive, to identify, cf. Yeyati
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and Panizza (2011). costly.



Still, there is little doubt that repudiation is economically



Aguiar and Gopinath (2006), for example, calibrate a model to show



that observed levels of government debt can only be matched by assuming substantial repudiation costs. The case for assuming political repudiation costs is more straightforward, as (i) sovereign defaults have been shown to be politically costly for governments, who are likely to lose their jobs, cf.



Borensztein and



Panizza (2009); and (ii) default costs should form a lower-bound for repudiation costs. By showing why governments issue bonds, this paper contributes to the



5 See,



e.g., (i) Eaton and Gersovitz (1981), Worrall (1990), Atkeson (1991), Kletzer and



Wright (2000); (ii) Bulow and Rogo (1989a,b), Fernandez and Rosenthal (1990); (iii) Sandleris (2008), Cole and Kehoe (1998); or (iv) Broner and Ventura (2011), Gennaioli, Martin, and Rossi (2012).



6 See,



e.g., Guembel and Sussman (2009), Broner, Martin, and Ventura (2010), Amador



(2012), and Acharya and Rajan (2013).
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further identication issue arises because most papers rely on observed sovereign de-



faults and the government's decision to default is endogenous to economic conditions. Andrade and Chhaochharia (2011) rely on stock and bond prices, instead, to estimate the prospective costs of sovereign default.



Their results support theories of sovereign debt that emphasize



domestic collateral damage.
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sovereign debt literature. Specically, I build on the willingness-to-pay literature by introducing economic and political repudiation costs as parameters into the model. I then ask a complementary question:



tract for governments ?



what is the optimal loan con-



Economic and political repudiation costs, as well as the



cost of state verication, drive the design of the optimal loan contract, which is repudiation-proof debt. I then argue that government bonds can be understood as repudiation-proof debt contracts; they can be understood as optimal loan contracts in an environment characterized by asymmetric information and weak contractual enforcement. Grossman and Van Huyck (1988) already made a similar point, arguing that sovereign debt can be understood as an implicitly contingent claim that facilitates optimal risk-sharing. Their contingent claim does not resemble debt, however, as it is fully state-contingent. Moreover, information is symmetric and defaults are excusable and costless in Grossman and Van Huyck (1988), while information is asymmetric and defaults are identied as politically costly state verications in this paper.
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Further related work on sovereign debt includes Gale and Hellwig (1989) who consider a model of sovereign borrowing with asymmetric information and limited enforcement.



While I am concerned with the optimal ex-ante secu-



rity design, Gale and Hellwig (1989) focus on the outcome of an ex-post debt renegotiation in a setting where the initial loan contract does not matter. My paper is also related to Bolton and Jeanne (2007, 2009) who analyze a model of sovereign borrowing to derive the optimal



sovereign debt structure



with symmetric information and repudiation risk.



in a setting



A key ingredient for their



analysis is that the government, by assumption, can issue two types of debt: so-called renegotiable debt and non-renegotiable debt.



Interestingly, both



types of debt can arise as optimal loan contracts in the current paper if I extend the basic model to include an explicit debt renegotiation stage, cf. section 6.
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Model



I consider a contracting problem between a risk-neutral agent, called and a group of risk-neutral principals, called



borrower,



creditors, in a model of credit ex-



tension with asymmetric information, costly state verication, and repudiation risk. The model features two stages: a nancing stage, at



t = 0,



in which cred-



itors make competing loan-contract oers to the borrower; and a repayment stage, at



t = 1,



in which the borrower receives a privately observed endowment.



If the borrower accepts a loan, he is required to send some message about his income that determines (i) whether a state verication takes place, and (ii) how



8 The



results in this paper are robust to introducing economic verication costs in addition



to the political verication costs discussed above.
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the repayment obligation is set.



Finally, the borrower decides whether to re-



pay the loan or repudiate the contract and repay



0.



The option to repudiate is



what makes the borrower sovereign and I will mostly refer to the borrower as



government



in the following.



Two frictions limit the eciency of contracting: asymmetric information and the risk of repudiation. Asymmetric information arises because the government privately observes the state of the world, called repayment stage. The government's endowment, variable that takes values in an interval, a continuous pdf,



f (y).



endowment



or



income,



at the



y , is the realization of a random



T ⊆ R+ , and is distributed according to



Creditors have no private information but they know the



probability distribution of the endowment and they observe the government's endowment perfectly in the event of a costly state verication.



The risk of



repudiation arises because, after the contractual repayment obligation is set, the government chooses whether to repay the loan or repudiate the obligation and repay



0.



Repudiation is costly, both economically and politically, and I



discuss repudiation costs below.



As creditors do not recover any payment in



case of repudiation, repudiation costs represent a deadweight loss. At the nancing stage, creditors make competing loan-contract oers and the government obtains funds by accepting at most one oer. The loan is used to nance a xed government expenditure, instant utility,



V ≥ g.



g , from which the government derives



The government expenditure does not raise the future



endowment and is best thought of as public consumption.



This assumption



is not crucial for my results but standard, and plausible, in the context of sovereign borrowing, cf. also Bolton and Jeanne (2007). As the government has no funds at time



0,



it seeks to raise the full amount in the international capital



market, which consists of at least two risk-neutral creditors with ample funds and an opportunity cost of capital normalized to contracts to provide



g.



0.9



Creditors compete over loan



Because of creditor competition, the government extracts



all surplus from the interaction. An optimal loan contract then maximizes the surplus of the government subject to the creditor's participation constraint. At the repayment stage, the loan contract requires the government to provide some information that, in turn, determines (i) whether a state verication takes place, and (ii) how the contractual repayment obligation is set. contract consists of a message set,



β : M × T → R+ .



The function



government sends the message world if and only if



function.



α(m) = 1.



M,



and two functions,



α : M → {0, 1}



α is called the state verication function.



and



If the



m ∈ M , then the creditor veries the state of the The function



β



is called the



repayment obligation



m ∈ M,



then the contractual



If the government sends the message



9 Alternatively,



Formally, a



the international capital market consists of a continuum of creditors and



the government borrows from a unit mass subset, cf. section 6.
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repayment obligation is set at



β(m, y) ∈ R+ .



Note that the repayment obligation



can only depend on the government's true income if there is a state verication. Specically, if



m ∈ M



α (m) = 1,



such that



then the creditor observes the



government's income and the repayment obligation is give by such that



α (m) = 0,



β (m, y).



If



m∈M



then the creditor remains uninformed and the repayment



obligation only depends on the message, or



β (m, y) = β (m, .).



A loan contract induces the following game between the government and the creditor at the repayment stage. the government chooses a message, reporting strategy,



m



q : T → M.



is chosen by type



y



After privately observing its income,



m ∈ M,



I denote by



y,



according to a possibly random



qy (m)



under reporting strategy



the probability that message



q.



The message determines



whether the creditor veries the government's income as well as the contractual repayment obligation.



ρ ∈ {0, 1}.



If



ρ = 1,



Finally, the government makes a repayment decision



the government repays



the government repays



0,



β≤y



and the game ends. If



ρ = 0,



incurs repudiation costs, and the game ends.



The payos of the creditor and the government depend on the government's endowment,



y,



on whether there is a state verication,



repayment obligation,



β,



α,



on the contractual



and on the government's repayment decision,



creditor provides a loan at date



0



and receives a payment at date



ρ.



1



The



if the



government does not repudiate. The creditor's payo is simply given by



Vy (α, β, ρ) = −g + βχ{ρ=1} where there is no discounting, and



1



χ{ρ=1}



(3.1)



is an indicator function that equals



if the government repays. The government receives instant utility if the expenditure is nanced, at



date



0;



it derives further utility, at date



1,



from a non-pecuniary private benet



of holding oce as well as from its endowmentafter repayments or repudiation costs have been subtracted. The government's payo is given by



Uy (α, β, ρ) = V + y − βχ{ρ=1} − R(y)χ{ρ=0} + By (α, ρ) where



(3.2)



R(y) represents the economic cost of repudiation, and By (α, ρ) represents



the private benet of holding oce. The economic cost of repudiation depends on the government's income. As in Bolton and Jeanne (2009) and Obstfeld and Rogo (1996, Chapter 6), I model the economic cost of repudiation as a proportional output loss,γy , which was initially proposed by Sachs and Cohen (1982). This output loss may be interpreted as arising from direct creditor sanctions à la Bulow and Rogo (1989b), or from future market exclusion à la Eaton and Gersovitz (1981).
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Crucially,



the creditor does not recover any payment, i.e., repudiation costs represent a deadweight loss. The specic functional form of economic repudiation costs is chosen for the purpose of exposition and not crucial for my results, as discussed in section 4. The government's private benet of holding oce depends on its income, on whether there is a state verication, and on the nal repayment decision, cf. (3.2). This formulation of the private benet is suciently general to accommodate various political economy motivations. For example, if the private benet accrues from stealing or consuming excessive perks, the private benet



By 0 ≥ By



function, may be assumed to increase in income, or



for



y0 ≥ y.



In the



following, I assume that the government derives utility from holding oce, and implementing favored policies, with minimal outside interference or scrutiny. Furthermore, repudiation is politically costly: the government loses oceand its private benetif it repudiates. I adopt a simple specication of the private benet function in the following. The government's private benet function takes three values: the government receives no private benet if it repudiates, or



By (α, 0) = 0



for



α = 0, 1;



the government receives an intermediate private benet if it repays after a state verication, or



By (1, 1) = b;



and, the government receives the maximum pri-



vate benet if it repays without a state verication, or



By (0, 1) = ¯b ≥ b.



While



this functional form is not crucial for my results, as discussed in section 4, it is important that the political cost of a state verication does not exceed the political cost of repudiation. In terms of the government's date



1



payo, there



are four possible outcomes, as represented in table 1. Intuitively, state verications serve to avoid repudiation. The political costs of a state verication, conditional on repayment, is



By (0, 1) − By (1, 1) = ¯b − b.



Conditional on repudiation, state verications are costless (but useless) as the government loses oce. Note that the outcome



{State



Verication , Repudiation}



is not plausible, as the government may as well repudiate outright (i.e. without a preceding state verication). But the outcome can easily be rationalized, e.g., by introducing uncertainty about economic repudiation costs and assuming that the government observes



γ



if there is an audit.



To conclude the description of the model, I establish the rst-best allocation, i.e., the allocation that results if information is symmetric and there is no risk



State Verication No State Verication



Repayment



Repudiation



y − β(ˆ y , y) + b y − β(ˆ y , y) + ¯b



y − γy y − γy



Table 1: Government's utility for dierent events.
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of repudiation.



With symmetric information there is no need for costly state



verications, as the creditor is already informed about the government's income. With perfect enforcement, the government can credibly pledge to repay any repayment obligation that respects its budget constraint.



It follows that the



government can pledge its entire future income to creditors and obtain upfront funding of



ˆ Ey =



yf (y)dy



(3.3)



T To make the general contracting problem interesting, I assume that the gov-



Ey ,



ernment's expected income,



exceeds the government expenditure,



g.



This



assumption ensures that the government can nance the expenditure in a rstbest world, with corresponding utility is given by



EUyf b = V + Ey − g + ¯b



(3.4)



Note that the Modigliani-Miller proposition holds if information is symmetric and enforcement is perfect, i.e., the optimal contract is indeterminate: contract with



α=0



and with



β (m, y) = β (., y)



such that



Eβ = g



any



implements



the rst-best allocation. For example, the government can enter a repayment obligation to pay a fraction



κ



4



such that



κ



of its income in each state, or



β (m, y) = κy



with



Eκy = g .



Optimal Loan Contracts



An optimal loan contract maximizes the government's expected payo subject to the creditor's participation constraint. The contracting problem is



max (M,α,β)



EUy (α, β, ρ)



such that



EVy (α, β, ρ) ≥ 0



(4.1)



To solve for the optimal contract, I restrict attention to direct contracts that are truthful. Direct contracts require the government to report its income, i.e., the message space equals the type space, or



M = T.



Direct contracts



are truthful if the government has no incentive to lie about its type, i.e., the reporting strategy



q:T →T



given by



q(y) = y



is an optimal reporting strategy



for the government in the induced game. The standard revelation principle does not apply here because I've previously assumed contracts to be deterministic. A
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revelation principle in terms of payos still holds, however. equilibrium of the game induced by a contract, contract that is truthful,



0



0



(T, α , β ),



(M, α, β), 11



m ∈ T, 4.1



by



(T, α, β)



Specically, for any there exists a direct



with associated payos that weakly Pareto



dominate the payos in the considered equilibrium. denotes the contract



10



To save on notation,



(α, β)



in the following and I denote direct messages,



yˆ.



With Repayment Commitment



As a rst benchmark, I assume the government can fully commit at date to a repayment strategy at date



1.



0



Clearly, such commitment is valuable as it



allows the government to credibly enter repayment obligations that are otherwise unenforceable. It follows that the government commits to



maximum repayment,



a repayment strategy in which the government repays the creditor whenever it can,



ρmax (β, y) :=



 1



if



0



otherwise



β ≤y



Commitment is a perfect substitute for enforcement:



if the government can



commit to maximum repayment, there is no risk of repudiation. The contracting problem under full commitment, without the risk of repudiation, is equivalent to a special case of Gale and Hellwig (1985) who show that a so-called standard debt contract is the optimal loan contract in a model of credit extension with asymmetric information, costly state verication, and



12



perfect enforcement.



Three features dene the standard debt contract: (i) a



xed repayment obligation,



D,



in unveried states; (ii) a repayment obligation



that equals the available income in veried states; and (iii) a state verication if and only if the xed repayment obligation, cf. gure 4.1. Formally, a contract



(α, β)



D,



exceeds the available income,



is said to be a



standard debt contract



if and only if



D, we have β(ˆ y , y) = D, α (ˆ y ) = 1 ; and



(i)



for some constant



(ii)



β(ˆ y , y) = y



(iii)



α (ˆ y) = 1



if



if and only if



if



α (ˆ y) = 0



;



yˆ < D.



Note that a standard debt contract is uniquely characterized by the value



10 Strausz



D,



(2003) shows (i) that the classical revelation principle does not hold for determin-



istic contracts, and (ii) that if there's only one agentas is the case herea revelation principle in terms of payos can still be formulated.



11 By



contrast, the revelation principle would state that any equilibrium of the game induced



by a contract,



(M, α, β), can also be obtained as a truth-telling equilibrium in the game induced (T, α0 , β 0 ).



by a direct contract,



12 Verication



costs are pecuniary and borne by the creditor in Gale and Hellwig (1985),



they are non-pecuniary and borne by the government here. This dierence does not aect the shape of the optimal contract, however.
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called its



face value.



The following proposition summarizes the discussion of the full-commitment case Proposition 4.1. If the government can commit to a repayment strategy, the government commits to maximum repayment and an optimal contract must be a standard debt contract .



Proof.



First part omitted. Second part. cf. Gale and Hellwig (1985).



β



budget constraint



D



y 0



D



Figure 4.1: Repayment obligation of a standard debt contract with face value



D



as



a function of income.



Standard debt is optimal because it saves on expected verication costs. Without the risk of repudiation, the only remaining friction in the model stems from asymmetric information and the cost of state verication.



An optimal



loan contract then minimizes expected verication costs, subject to the creditor's participation constraint. Standard debt achieves this by minimizing the set of states on which verication costs are incurred. Note that the repayment obligation for unveried income reports is constant to ensure that the government has no incentive to lie about its income. For the same reason, the repayment obligation for unveried reports exceeds the repayment obligation for veried reports. It is optimal to pay the full amount to the creditor in verication states because this reduces the face value,



D,



that has to be repaid in non-verication



states, which in turn reduces the ex-ante probability of verication.



4.2



Without Repayment Commitment



Without commitment, the government decides whether to repay or repudiate after the contractual repayment obligation is set.
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The repudiation decision



depends on the repayment obligation,



β,



on the available income,



whether there has been a state verication,



α.



y,



and on



After a state verication, for ex-



ample, the maximum repayment obligation that the government repays, called the government's



willingness-to-pay,



is given by



min {γy + b, y}.



The govern-



ment's willingness-to-pay is higher in unveried states, as the cost of state verication contributes to the government's repayment incentive. Formally, consider the repayment stage at time



ρ (α, β ,y),



1.



The government's optimal repayment strategy,



follows from comparing the government's payo in case of repayment



with its payo in case of repudiation and is given by



   1   ρ (α, β ,y) = 1     0



if



 β ≤ min γy + ¯b, y



and



α = 0,



if



β ≤ min {γy + b, y}



and



α = 1,



if



otherwise



(4.2)



We see that the government's willingness-to-pay, in the absence of enforcement or commitment, is increasing in repudiation costs



γ , b,



and



¯b.



Contracts that are not repudiated by the governmentin an equilibrium of the induced gameare called repudiation-proof.



Such contracts play an im-



portant role in the remainder of the analysis in this section and in the analysis of section 6. Formally, a contract, only if the set of



(α, β),



repudiation states



is said to be



repudiation-proof



is a zero set, or



Pr (R) = Pr ({y ∈ T | q(y) such that ∃ˆ y ∈ T for which qy (ˆ y) > 0 where



R



if and



denotes the set of repudiation states, and



and



q : T → T



reporting strategy of the borrower in the game induced by



(α, β).



ρ = 0 }) = 0



is an optimal Repudiation-



proof contracts respect the government's willingness-to-pay and avoid the deadweight loss associated with repudiation. The next proposition follows directly from the denition above and the optimal repayment strategy of the government, given by (4.2).



A direct contract, (α, β), is repudiation-proof if and only if (i) β(ˆy, y) ≤ min γy + ¯b, y for y and yˆ such that qy (ˆy) > 0 and α (ˆy) = 0; and (ii) β(ˆy, y) ≤ min {γy + b, y} if y and yˆ such that qy (ˆy) > 0 and α (ˆy) = 1. Proposition 4.2.







Proof.



Omitted.



As an example, standard debt contracts are generally not repudiation-proof. Consider, for example, a standard debt contract with face value



D



the realized income state falls short of the debt's face value, or



y < D.



and suppose Then if



the government reports the income state truthfully, the standard debt contract calls for a state verication,



α(y) = 1,



and sets the repayment obligation equal
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to the government's income,



β(y, y) = y .



government's willingness-to-pay, given by



This repayment obligation exceeds the



γy+b, and is consequently repudiated.



It is easy to check that any untruthful income report,



yˆ 6= y ,



also results in



a repayment obligation that exceeds the government's willingness-to-pay.



It
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follows that standard debt is generally not repudiation-proof.



An optimal loan contract, however, must be repudiation-proof, as the following proposition shows. Proposition 4.3.



proof. Proof.



Let (α, β) be an optimal contract, then (α, β) is repudiation-



Consider an optimal contract,



(α, β),



and suppose it is not repudiation-



proof. Then the set of repudiation states



R = {y ∈ T | q(y) such that ∃ˆ y ∈ T for which qy (ˆ y) > 0 has positive probability mass. Consider a new contract,







and



 α ˜ , β˜ ,



ρ=0}



constructed by



changing the verication function and repayment obligation function of the orig-



y ∈ R and yˆ ∈ T ˜ such that qy (ˆ y ) > 0 and α (ˆ y ) = 1, let α ˜ (ˆ y ) = 1 and let β (ˆ y , y) = min{γy+b, y}. inal contract on the set of repudiation states. Specically, for



The new contract sets the repayment obligation equal to the government's willingness-to-pay for income reports that are veriedand chosen with posi-



y ∈ R and yˆ ∈ T such ˜ β (ˆ y , y) = min{γy + b, y}.



tive probability in repudiation states. Similarly, for



that



qy (ˆ y) > 0



The



and



α (ˆ y ) = 0,



let



α ˜ (ˆ y) = 1



and let



new contract species a verication and sets the repayment obligation equal to the government's willingness-to-pay for income reports that are not veriedand chosen with positive probability in repudiation states. Finally, let



β˜ = β



outside



R.



The new contract,







 α ˜ , β˜ ,



α ˜ =α



and



leaves the government with identi-



cal reporting incentives and is repudiation-proof by construction. Furthermore, the contract Pareto improves on the original contract, as the creditor gets a strictly greater payo on payo in every state.



R,



a nonzero set, and the government gets the same



It follows that



β˜



can be decreased such that the par-



ticipation constraint of the investor remains satised, and the government gets a higher expected payo than under the initial contract. This contradicts the optimality of the initial contract. The proposition is intuitive: an optimal contract avoids the deadweight loss of repudiation by respecting the government's willingness-to-pay. Unlike state verication, which is costly but serves to establish government's willingness-to-



13 The for all



exception occurs if repudiation costs are suciently large, and



y < D.



min {γy + b, y} = y



Then the government's willingness-to-pay equals its ability-to-pay in each state,



and the standard debt contract is repudiation-proof.
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pay, repudiation is just costly and is avoided in equilibrium under the optimal loan contract. Before I turn to the general case, I derive the optimal loan contract under symmetric information.



Equivalently, I can assume that state verication is



costless so that each state is veried. With symmetric information, there is no need for costly state verication and creditors can oer fully income-contingent loan contracts to the government. Repudiation-proofness requires that the statecontingent repayment obligation does not exceed the government's willingnessto-pay, given by



 min γy + ¯b, y .



It follows that the government can obtain a



maximum of upfront nancing given by



ˆ E min γy + ¯b, y =



 min γy + ¯b, y f (y)dy







(4.3)



T With symmetric information, the risk of repudiation is the only remaining nancial friction in the model and the scope for ineciency is extreme: either the government achieves its rst-best payo, or it receives its autarky payo.



If the government's expected willingness-to-pay exceeds the expendi-



 E min γy + ¯b, y ≥ g



ture,



, then the government achieves its rst-best pay-



o and the optimal contract is indeterminate, except in the boundary case,



 E min γy + ¯b, y = g . willingness-to-pay,



Alternatively, the expenditure exceeds the expected



 g > E min γy + ¯b, y ,



and the government achieves its au-



tarky payo. To solve for the optimal, direct, truthful, and repudiation-proof contract in the general casewith asymmetric information, costly state verication, and the risk of repudiationI derive sucient and necessary conditions for truthful state revelation. First, I derive sucient conditions. Let let



y



be the true state, and let



yˆ ∈ T



(α, β)



denote the contract,



denote the government's reported income.



Suppose the government sends a veried report, or



α (ˆ y ) = 1.



Then the creditor



observes the true state and the repayment obligation is set at



β (y,y) ˆ .



There



are two cases to consider. First, the true state may call for a state verication, i.e.,



α (y) = 1.



A sucient condition for truthful revelation in this case is that



the repayment obligation depends only on the true state



y,



or



β (y,y) ˆ = β (., y).



Clearly, the government has no incentive to lie if this condition is satised. Second, the true state may be such that



α (y) = 0.



Then reporting truthfully



yields



y − β (y, .) + ¯b at date



1,



while reporting



yˆ 6= y



with



α (ˆ y) = 1



y − β (ˆ y , y) + b
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yields



A sucient condition for truthful revelation in this case is that



¯b − b.



β (y, .) ≤ β (ˆ y , y)+



Next, suppose the government send an unveried report, or



α (ˆ y ) = 0.



Then the creditor remains uninformed and the repayment obligation depends only on the report, or



β (y,y) ˆ = β (ˆ y , .).



There are again two cases to consider.



First, suppose the true state is such that



α (y) = 0.



A sucient condition for



truthful revelation in this case is that the repayment obligation is constant, or



β (ˆ y , .) = D α (y) = 1.



for some constant



D.



Second, the true state may be such that



Then reporting truthfully yields



y − β (y, y) + b at date



1,



while reporting



yˆ 6= y



with



α (ˆ y) = 0



yields



y − β (ˆ y , .) + ¯b A sucient condition for truthful revelation in this case is that



β (ˆ y , .) − ¯b − b







β (y, y) ≤



.



In the previous, I derived sucient conditions for truthful state revelation; the next proposition shows that these conditions are also necessary for truthful state revelation if we consider repudiation-proof contracts.



A repudiation-proof contract, (α, β), is truthful if and only if (i) β (ˆy, y) is constant in yˆ whenever α (ˆy) = 1; (ii) there is a constant D such that β (ˆy, .) = D, whenever α (ˆy) = 0; (iii) for any y and yˆ such that α (ˆy) = 0,  α (y) = 1, we have β (y, y) ≤ β (ˆ y , .) − ¯b − b ; and (iv) for any y and yˆ such  that α (ˆy) = 1, α (y) = 0, we have β (y, .) ≤ β (ˆy, y) + ¯b − b . Proposition 4.4.



Proof.



If (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) hold, the government cannot do better than



truthfully reveal her income as was shown above. I show that (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) are necessary conditions for truthful state revelation as well. Let



(α, β) be a



repudiation-proof contract that is truthful. As the contract is repudiation-proof, the government strictly prefers lower repayment obligations over higher ones. Suppose rst that (i) does not hold, i.e., that ever



α (ˆ y ) = 1.



β (ˆ y , y)



Then if the true state is such that



an incentive to report the veried state,



is not constant in



α(y) = 1,



yˆ when-



the government has



yˆ such that α (ˆ y ) = 1, that results in the



lowest repayment obligation, contradicting truthful state revelation. Similarly, suppose (ii) does not hold, i.e.,



β (ˆ y , y) = β (ˆ y , .)



is not constant for unveried



states. The government then has an incentive to report the unveried state that results in the lowest repayment obligation, contradicting truthful state revelation.



Next, suppose condition (iii) does not hold.



such that



α (ˆ y ) = 0, α (y) = 1



and



Then there exist



β (y, y) > β (ˆ y , y) − ¯b − b



the government strictly prefers to report
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yˆ



instead of



y,







y



and



yˆ



. It follows that



contradicting truthful



revelation. and



yˆ



Finally, suppose condition (iv) does not hold.



such that



α (ˆ y ) = 1, α (y) = 0



and



Then there exist



 β (y, .) > β (ˆ y , y) + ¯b − b .



that the government strictly prefers to report



y



It follows



yˆ instead of y , again contradicting



truthful revelation. An optimal, direct, and truthful loan contract is repudiation-proof and maximizes the government's expected payo subject to the creditor's participation constraint. The contracting problem is



 max E V + y − βχ{ρ=1} − γyχ{ρ=0} + By (α, ρ)



(α,β)



subject to (i) the creditor's participation constraint,



 E −g + βχ{ρ=1} ≥ 0 ;



(4.4)



(ii) two repudiation-proofness constraints, given by proposition 4.2; and (iii) four truthful revelation constraints, given by proposition 4.4. It is easy to see that the creditor's participation constraint must bind for an optimal contract, or



Eβχ{ρ=1} = g .14



By substitution of the binding participation constraint, we see



that the government's objective is to nance the government expenditure, while minimizing economic repudiation costs, and maximizing the private benet of holding oce.



In turn, the private benet of holding oce is maximized by



minimizing expected verication costs, and avoiding repudiation. The main result of this section is that the optimal loan contract is, what I call a repudiation-proof debt contract, characterized by (i) a constant repayment obligation in unveried states, (ii) a state verication if and only if the government's willingness-to-pay falls short of this constant repayment obligation, and (iii) a repayment obligation equal to the government's willingness-to-pay in veried states, see gure 4.2.



repudiation-proof debt contract



Formally, a contract



(i)



for some constant



D, β(ˆ y , y) = D



(ii)



β(ˆ y , y) = γy + b



α (ˆ y) = 1



(iii)



α (ˆ y) = 1



if



if and only if



(α, β)



is said to be a



if and only if if



α (ˆ y) = 0



;



; and



D > min{γ yˆ + ¯b, yˆ}.



Repudiation-proof debt contracts are uniquely characterized by their face value,



D.



As their name suggests, repudiation-proof debt contracts are repudiation-



proof, cf. proposition 4.2. Furthermore, repudiation proof debt contracts satisfy truthful state revelation, cf. proposition 4.4. We have the following proposition.



14 If



the participation constraint does not bind, then the repayment obligation function,



β,



can be decreased such that the participation constraint of the creditor, repudiation-proofness, and truthful state revelation remain satised; resulting in an increase of expected utility for the government.
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Proposition 4.5.



Let (α, β) be a solution to the optimal contracting problem,



then (α, β) is a repudiation-proof debt contract. Proof.



See the appendix.



β



ability-to-pay



γy + ¯b



D



¯b y D−¯ b γ



0



Figure 4.2: Repayment obligation of a repudiation-proof debt contract with face



value



D



as a function of income (drawn for



b = 0).



Intuitively, repudiation-proof debt is optimal because it saves on costly state verication, and respects the government's willingness-to-pay constraint so that it is never repudiated. While costly state verications serve to establish the government's willingness-to-pay, repudiation leads to a pure deadweight loss and is avoided in equilibrium under the optimal loan contract. Repudiation-proof debt contracts are repaid at face value in high-income states, where the government's willingness-to-pay is also high.



In low-income states, where the government's



willingness-to-pay falls below a certain threshold, the repudiation-proof debt contract calls for a state verication and species an income-contingent repayment obligation that equals the government's willingness-to-pay. Compared to the standard debt contract, the xed repayment feature is retained in the repudiation-proof debt contract.



The verication decision is



markedly dierent, on account of the willingness-to-pay constraint that replaces the budget constraint. Furthermore, the repudiation-proof debt contract does not generally specify maximum recovery for verication states.
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Rather, the



amount that is recovered in verication states equals the repudiation costs that creditors can inict and the government obtains a positive payo in such states.



15 The exception occurs if all



y < D.



repudiation costs are suciently large, and



min {γy + b, y} = y



for



Then a repudiation-proof debt contract coincides with a standard debt contract.



This occurs, for example, if



b



is suciently large or if
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γ = 1,



cf. gure 4.1 and gure 4.2 .



To conclude the section, I consider the robustness of the result that an optimal loan contract must be repudiation-proof debt. I've chosen an exposition of the model in which the economic repudiation cost, the political repudiation cost, and the political state verication cost take specic functional forms, motivated by the sovereign debt application and in line with previous sovereign debt literature. But these functional forms are not crucial to derive the main result that repudiation-proof debt is optimal; the result holds as long as (i) the state verication cost is positive, and (ii) the cost of repudiation exceeds the cost of state verication. The functional forms do, however, determine the shape of the repudiation-proof debt contract: in particular the slope of the repayment obligation function in veried states obligation function



¯b − b







(γ),



and the size of the jump in the repayment



, cf. gure 4.2.



The assumption that contracts are deterministic is crucial to establish the result that repudiation-proof debt is optimal. As a result of this assumption, each income report either triggers a state verication or it does not, but creditors do not randomize to determine whether a verication takes place.



Likewise,



each report-and-state pair leads to a deterministic repayment obligation. More generally, stochastic contracts allow the creditor to commit to a verication probability for each income report, and a lottery over repayment obligations for each report-and-state pair. As the creditor and the government are risk-neutral, there is no gain in considering stochastic repayment obligations. But it is wellknown that debt-like contracts are not optimal if the creditor can commit to
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a stochastic verication strategy.



To see this, note that the government has



no incentive to lie if it knows that a verication follows with probability one. A stochastic contract can save on expected verication costs by verifying with a slightly lower probability such that the government still has an incentive to report his income truthfully. The restriction to deterministic verication strategies can be motivated in several ways. Krasa and Villamil (2000) show that simple debt contracts with deterministic verication are optimal, even if stochastic verication strategies are allowed, when commitment is limited and enforcement is costly and imperfect. It follows that their costly enforcement model can be used to justify the assumption of deterministic verication in CSV models on



a priori



grounds, in-



sofar as commitment is limited and enforcement is costly and imperfect.
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The



restriction to deterministic verication strategies can also be motivated on



16 This



a



was already noted by Townsend (1979), and later shown by Border and Sobel (1987)



and Mookherjee and Png (1989).



Hvide and Leite (2010) show that debt-like contracts



reemerge as optimal in a standard CSV model if creditors cannot commit to verication strategies and choose the probability of verication optimally after they receive a payment oer



17 See



also Krasa and Villamil (1994) for a discussion on the assumption of deterministic or



stochastic verication strategies in CSV models.
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posteriori



grounds. As Townsend (1987) notes, the motivation for an analysis



such as the one in this section is to begin with some striking arrangement in an actual economy, and ask whether any theoretical environment might yield such an arrangement. Accordingly, deterministic verication strategies can be motivated on a posteriori grounds, insofar as repudiation-proof debt contracts can inform a discussion of actual government bonds. I turn to this issue next.



5



Sovereign Debt Market



Repudiation-proof debt contracts can explain several key facts of sovereign borrowing and in particular why governments issue simple bonds that promise a non-contingent repayment. Such bonds are implicitly state-contingent, as governments frequently default and repay their debts partially. Still, the question remains why governments do not hedge the risks of an income shortfall by issuing securities with returns linked to commodity prices or economic performance, as Shleifer (2003) and others have suggested.



The answer I propose



in this paper is that fully income-contingent contracts are not optimal, as the verication requirements would be prohibitive. Government bonds, which are partly income-contingent, can be understood as optimal loan contracts in an environment characterized by asymmetric information and weak contractual enforcement. As state verication costs are political, the government's motivation for issuing these debt-like securities is to maximize its private benet of holding oce, i.e., minimize outside scrutiny and interference. Sovereign default episodes can be interpreted as costly but necessary state verications that facilitate risk-sharing by resolving asymmetric information. The government then makes its nal repayment decision, resulting in a partial sovereign default rather than total repudiation. The amount that the government repays depends on its ability-to-pay and on its bargaining position. Two types of sovereign default are observed: rst, the government defaults in lowincome states where it is unable to repay the debt at face value; second, the government defaults in income states where it is unwilling to repay creditors at face value, though its income is sucient.



There is ample evidence that



governments indeed default based on their willingness-to-pay rather than their ability-to-pay, leading Reinhart and Rogo (2009) to conclude that country default is the result of a complex cost-benet calculus involving political and social considerations, not just economic and nancial ones. Repudiation, an extreme type of sovereign default, is not observed but forms the backdrop against which debt renegotiations take place. This paper relates dierent recovery rates to dierences in economic and political repudiation costs: higher repudiation costs tend to strengthen cred-
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itors' bargaining position leading to higher recovery rates, sovereign risk,



ex-ante.



While repudiation does not occur



ex-post, and lower on the equilibrium



path, repudiation costs mitigate sovereign risk and determine the government's debt capacity. This is clear from the creditor's expected repayment, given by



D− ˆ ¯b/γ



ˆ∞



(γy + b)f (y)dy + D



f (y)



(5.1)



D−¯ b/γ



0 where



f (y)dy



is the probability density function of the government's endowment.



Simple comparative statics show that



The expected repayment of a repudiation-proof debt contract, (α, β), with given face value, D, is increasing in economic repudiation cost, γ , and political repudiation costs, b and ¯b. Proposition 5.1.



The proposition is intuitive. An increase in repudiation costs, economic or political, increases the government's ex-post repayment incentive, or willingness-topay. As a consequence, the probability of default decreases and the probability that the government repays the debt in full increases. Consider the primary market for government bonds, i.e., the market at the nancing stage. In the primary market, the main question is whether the government is able to raise enough funds to nance the expenditure, what terms.



g,



and on



It follows from proposition 5.1 that repudiation costs must be



suciently high, or the government cannot borrow enough to nance the expenditure. Furthermore, conditional on obtaining



g , proposition 5.1 implies that



the government pays a lower interest rate on loans from creditors that are more powerful in the sense that repudiation costs are higher. The lower interest rate reects the lower probability of default on such loans. In the context of sovereign borrowing, the most powerful creditor is the IMF. Historically, the IMF enjoys a unique preferred creditor status and its claims have been shielded from sovereign debt restructuring. The preferred creditor status is



de facto rather than de jure



suggesting that repudiation costs are high. It follows that IMF loans, which are extended at below-market rates, need not be concessionary: the lower interest rates on such loans just reects the lower risk of default.
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An increase in repudiation costs unambiguously increases welfare:



in the



absence of enforcement or commitment, repudiation costs allow the government to credibly enter repayment obligations that are otherwise unenforceable. This may explain why governments of emerging market economies, where the enforcement problem is most likely to constrain borrowing, (i) have typically opposed



18 The upshot is that a bailout by the IMF, in the absence of a concurrent debt restructuring, tends to increase a country's eective debt burdenas privately held debt is replaced by ocial debt with the same face value.
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reform initiatives that would give them more power in relation to creditors, and (ii) have typically cooperated to decrease their power, for example by waiving sovereign immunity or by issuing their debt in foreign jurisdictions. Next, consider the secondary market for government bonds, i.e., the market after the nancing stage. Formally there is no market price in my model as there is no motive to trade. A secondary market can easily be introduced, however, for example by subjecting creditors to exogenous liquidity shocks. As all creditors are risk-neutral, the market price of a loan contract then just equals expected repayment, given by 5.1. Several events may alter the government's expected repayment; in particular, new information, a change of government, or a change of creditor. Suppose that the government announces a default at the repayment stage. Then the creditor will observe the state of the economy as information comes available. This may not be immediate. By contrast, the market response will be immediate: as soon as the government announces default, the market price drops to



D− ˆ ¯b/γ



(γy + b) f (y)dy 0 As creditors learn about the state of the economy, converges to the government's repayment,



y , the secondary market price



γy + b.



A change of government can also aect expected repayment as a new government may be more/less committed to repay debt obligations than its predecessor. The market responds to such changes long before the new government's willingness-to-pay becomes clear, and even long before a new government takes oce. In the model, a change of government can be captured by a change in the private benet function or repudiation costs, and the price reaction depends on whether the change takes place before or after a default is announced. As an illustration, consider Brazil's 2002 presidential election: when left-wing challenger Luiz Inacio 'Lula' da Silva rose in the polls, Brazil's bond yields increased dramatically. The prospect of a new government that was perceived as likely to default (low



¯b;



low



γ)



drove bond yields up, in spite of eorts by Lula to
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convince markets otherwise.



Finally, a change of creditor can aect expected repayment as some creditors are more powerful than others in the sense that repudiation costs are higher. I've already mentioned the IMF as a powerful creditor. As another example, the government could be more willing to repay residents than foreigner as in Broner, Martin, and Ventura 2010.



19 See



Then secondary market trade can counter weak



`Race against time,' The Economist, 26 September 2002. Brazil, eventually, did not



default and bond yields came down as markets were assured by president Lula's actions, which signaled his government's commitment to repay Brazil's debt.
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enforcement institutions and increase expected repayment : a resident creditor, with high



γ,



can buy bonds from a foreign creditor, with a low



γ.



As a further



illustration, the European Central Bank (ECB) bought Greek government bonds in the secondary market at a steep discount, which reected the high probability of default. But when Greece did default, and restructured its debt, the ECB's holdings were shielded from losses leading to a windfall prot for the ECB. Whether and how sovereign borrowing can be made more ecient, e.g., by increasing repudiation costs or decreasing default costs, is an important policy issue and remains an open question. Formal proposals that give more de jure power to creditors, or a court-like entity that can oversee sovereign debt restructuring, may or may not succeed in altering the de facto balance of power between creditors and sovereign borrowers, see Panizza, Sturzenegger, and Zettelmeyer (2009) for a recent survey of sovereign debt reform. One policy issue the model in section 3 abstracts from is the issue of creditor coordination, related to debt renegotiations. Clearly, creditor coordination is an important issue in sovereign borrowing where governments frequently default and renegotiate their debt. If creditors cannot coordinate around a debt restructuring, e.g., because a freerider problem gives creditors an incentive to hold out, then debt renegotiations are delayed or break down leading to deadweight losses.



This is the policy



rationale to facilitate debt restructuring, e.g., by introducing



clauses



collective action



into government bonds. But if such deadweight losses act to deter the



government to default strategically, as Dooley (2000) argues, then policy proposals that facilitate debt restructuring may end up weakening the repayment incentives that make sovereign debt possible. I analyze this issue in the next section.



6



Optimal Renegotiable Loan Contracts



To study the issue of creditor coordination, I assume the government borrows from a unit-mass continuum of creditors and I introduce a potential debt renegotiation at the repayment stage. Furthermore, I assume that income-contingent repayment obligations cannot be written, not even if there is symmetric information. Instead, loan contracts are renegotiable: symmetric information allows creditors to make a repayment oer for which they are willing to swap their initial claim. The government then decides whether to repay creditors or repudiate. The assumption that income-contingent contracts cannot be written is standard in the sovereign debt literature, motivated by the fact that the overwhelming majority of sovereign debt is not indexed. In the previous, I departed from the standard assumption by assuming that symmetric information allows par-
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ties to write income-contingent contracts (cf.



20



section 4).



This section ex-



plores an alternative view: income-contingent contracts cannot be written, but loan contracts are renegotiable. Such debt renegotiations introduce an incomecontingency and facilitate risk-sharing between the government and the creditors. The main question of this section is how the potential debt renegotiation aects the optimal contract, i.e.,



what is the optimal renegotiable loan contract?



By including a potential debt renegotiation at the repayment stage, a contract now induces the following game between the government and its creditors. After privately observing its income,



m ∈ M, y



the government chooses a report,



according to a possibly random reporting strategy,



qy (m) > 0 type



y ∈ T,



for some



y∈T



and



m∈M



with positive probability



α,



is a state verication, a state verication, or



this means that report



qy (m).



m



If



is chosen by



The report determines whether there



and the repayment obligation,



α (m) = 1,



q : T → M.



β.



Whenever there is



there is an opportunity to renegotiate the



η≤β



debt: if creditors manage to coordinate, they make a repayment oer



to



replace the repayment obligation; if creditors cannot coordinate, the repayment obligation remains at



ρ ∈ {0, 1}.



If



ρ = 1,



government repays



0,



β.



Finally, the government makes a repayment decision



the government repays and the game ends. If



ρ = 0,



the



incurs repudiation costs, and the game ends.



Creditors can renegotiate with the government if they manage to coordinate; if creditor coordination is too costly, then the debt renegotiation fails and the repayment obligation remains unaltered. Creditor coordination may be costlyor even impossibleif creditors are dispersed and there are no



action clauses



collective



to bind creditors to a debt workout by some qualied majority.



Bolton and Jeanne (2009) take this observation to an extreme by assuming that creditor coordination is either costless, or impossible. In a stylized way, these assumptions capture the dierence between syndicated bank loans and bonds without collective action clauses respectively. Formally, creditors incur a coordination cost,



θc ∈ [0, ∞],



if they make a repayment oer,



are willing to swap their initial claim,



β,



η ≤ β,



for which they



and withhold sanctions.



Assuming



that creditors can coordinate around a repayment oer, their repayment oer follows from backward induction: as the government repays any oer that respects its willingness-to-pay,



η > γy + b,



creditors set



η ≤ γy + b,



and repudiates any oer that does not,



η = min {γy + b, β}.



Assuming that creditors cannot



coordinate, then the repayment obligation of the government stays at



β.



This



occurs if the creditor coordination cost exceeds the renegotiation surplus, or



θc > min {γy + b, β}. 20 It



is unclear,



a priori,



why income-contingent contracts are not available and several



authors have pointed to the puzzle that sovereign debt is not indexed to a larger degree, cf. Shleifer (2003); Borensztein and Mauro (2004).
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An optimal contract maximizes the government's utility subject to the creditors' participation constraint. To solve for the optimal contract, I cannot rely on the revelation principle because contracts are potentially renegotiated at the repayment stage. I can still characterize optimal loan contracts, however, for the special case of (i) costless creditor coordination, and (ii) impossible creditor coordination. Intuitively, as before, an optimal loan contract minimizes expected verication costs and avoids repudiation whenever possible.



The contracting



problem is given by



max



EUy (α, β, ρ)



(M,α,β) such that



EVy (α, β, ρ) ≥ 0 where contracts cannot be income-contingent.



(6.1) Note that part of the optimal



contracting problem is to nd an optimal message space.



This increases the



complexity of the contracting problem, as I cannot rely on the revelation principle to equate the message space with the type space (cf. section 4). The execution of a given contract in a given state relies fully on the government's report,



m ∈ M,



as the repayment obligation cannot be conditioned



on income. I restrict attention to contracts that specify a constant repayment obligation for unveried reports, or



D, if α(m) = 0.



β(m, y) = β(m, .) = D,



for some constant



This is without loss of generality: if the repayment obligation is



not constant for unveried reports, then the government sends the report that leads to the lowest repayment obligation,



D,



say. Similarly, I restrict attention



to contracts that specify a constant repayment obligation for veried reports, or



β(m, y) = β(m, .) = d,



6.1



for some



d,



if



α(m) = 1.



Costless Creditor Coordination



As a special case, assume that creditor coordination is costless, or



θc = 0.



If



creditor coordination is costless, every state verication results in a successful debt renegotiation after which the government repays creditors. Formally, whenever there is a state verication, or



β = d,



is replaced by



α(m) = 1,



the initial repayment obligation,



η(y) = min {γy + b, d};



the government then repays



η.



To maximize repayment in verication states, the initial repayment obligation must be high enough to ensure that the debt renegotiation results in a reduction of the debt and a payment that equals the government's willingness-to-pay. Provided it is high enough, the exact repayment obligation is indeterminate for veried reports, as



β



is always replaced by



η



in the debt renegotiation that



follows verication. The optimal loan contract is characterized in the following proposition:
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If loan contracts are renegotiable, and creditor coordination is costless, an optimal contract,(M, α, β), satises the following properties: (i) for some constant D, β(m, y) = D if α (m) = 0; (ii) for some constant d, β(m, y) = d if α (m) = 1, and d ≥ D; (iii) α(m) = 1 if and only if min{γy + ¯b, y} < D; (iv) M contains at least two messages. Proposition 6.1.



Proof.



Part (i) and (ii) of the proposition follow from the discussion above. See



the appendix for part (iii) and (iv). The value



D



is called the



face value



of the contract. The logic of the op-



timal loan contract is that it minimizes expected verication costs and avoids repudiation.



State verications take place on a lower-interval set of income



states, which minimizes expected verication costs. Repudiation is avoided, as the repayment obligation respects the government's willingness-to-pay in every state. The message set has to contain at least two messages to allow for two distinct verication decisions, which are needed to implement the optimal loan contract. Verication states result in successful debt renegotiations, as creditor coordination is costless. It follows that the repayment obligation is indeterminate for veried states, but needs to be suciently high so that the debt is in fact renegotiated. For example, if the repayment obligation for veried states is set equal to the face value of the contract, then the optimal loan contract resembles a simple non-contingent debt contract. Proposition 6.1 shows that if loan contracts are renegotiable and creditor coordination is costless, the optimal loan contract is repudiation-proof. Recall that a contract is



repudiation-proof



R = {y ∈ T | q(y) is a zero set, where



such that



q:T →M



in the game induced by



if the set of



repudiation states,



{m ∈ M |qy (m) > 0



and



ρ=0}= 6 ∅}



is an optimal reporting strategy of the borrower



(M, α, β).



The payos that are associated with the



optimal loan contract, here, are the same as the payos associated with the repudiation-proof debt contract, derived in section 4provided the face value of the contracts is the same.



In particular, under both contracts, creditors



receive a state-contingent payo equal to the government's willingness-to-pay whenever there is a state verication: while the repayment obligation cannot be conditioned on income, the outcome of the debt renegotiation, and hence the government's repayment, is state-contingent. Intuitively, with costless creditor coordination, introducing the debt renegotiation above is similar to specifying a state-contingent repayment obligation for veried states in the baseline model.
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6.2



Impossible Creditor Coordination



As another special case, assume that creditors cannot coordinate, or



θc = ∞.



If creditor coordination is impossible, then every state verication results in a failed debt renegotiation in which the repayment obligation is remains unaltered.



α(m) = 1,



Formally, whenever there is a state verication, or obligation remains at



β(m, y) = β(m, .) = d;



the repayment



the government then makes its



repayment decision. Similarly, whenever there is no state audit, or repayment obligation is



β(m, y) = β(m, .) = D



for some constant



α = 0, D,



the



and the



government either repudiates or repays. The optimal loan contract is characterized in the following proposition:



If loan contracts are renegotiable, and creditor coordination is impossible, an optimal contract, (M, α, β), satises the following properties: (i) for some constant D, β(m, y) = D if α (m) = 0; (ii) for some constant d, β(m, y) = d if α (m) = 1, and D − d < ¯b − b; (iii) α(m) = 0 for all y ∈ T ; (iv) M contains at least one message. Proposition 6.2.



Proof.



(i) and (ii) follow from the discussion above. See the appendix for (iii),



and (iv). The value



D



is called the



face value of the contract.



The logic of the optimal



loan contract, characterized in proposition 6.2, is that state verications serve no purpose if creditors cannot coordinate around a repayment oer. It follows that expected verication costs are minimized by contracts that leave the government with no incentive to choose verication. The message set has to contain at least one message to allow the government to choose for no verication, which is needed to implement the optimal loan contract. Repudiation cannot be avoided if creditors cannot coordinate. In particular,



nD,



if the government's willingness-to-pay falls short of its repayment obligation.



This occurs if



y < min



then it will repudiate o D−¯ b , y . It follows that γ



expected repayment under the optimal loan contract is given by



ˆ Eβ = D



f (y)dy



{y|D


path even under an optimal loan contract. 28



on the equilibrium



The prospect of repudiation reduces



the government's debt capacity, willingness-to-pay,



ex-post.21



ex-ante, but has no eect on the government's



Intuitively, the government's willingness-to-pay



depends on the threat of repudiation costs that creditors can inict, which is distinct from the threat that creditors cannot coordinate: repudiation costs determine the renegotiation surplus; creditor coordination costs determine whether the surplus is realized. The Dooley-argument, which holds that the prospect of costly debt renegotiation increases the government's willingness-to-pay, implicitly equates creditor coordination costs with repudiation costs. By contrast, I emphasize that the two costs are in principle distinct and have dierent equilibrium implications.



This result must be interpreted with care, however, as



the two costs may be positively correlated in practice: if uncoordinated creditors can more credibly threaten to impose repudiation costs, the government's willingness-to-pay is increasing in creditor coordination costs.
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Conclusion



In this paper, I analyze the problem of credit extension to a borrower given that (i) there is no court to enforce repayment promises, and (ii) the borrower has private information about its income and is reluctant to subject to an audit. In this setting, the borrower's repayment incentive, or



willingness-to-pay,



is



sustained by repudiation costs that creditors can inict. The problem occurs naturally in the context of sovereign borrowing where governments of sovereign nations cannot be forced to repay their debt obligations, and are better informed as to to their ability-to-pay. To analyze these features, and their repercussions for the sovereign debt market, I derive the optimal loan contract for governments in a costly state verication model without enforcement. The optimal loan contract for governments is, what I call a repudiationproof debt contract, a debt-like contract that saves on expected verication costs and is never repudiated. State verication occurs if and only if the government's ability-to-pay falls below a certain



default



threshold, which in turn



depends on economic and political repudiation costs as well as on state verication costs.



Repudiation does not occur in equilibrium, as the repayment



obligation respects the government's willingness to pay in all states. absence of a court to enforce repayment obligations, this



In the



incentive constraint



replaces the usual budget constraint. Repudiation-proof debt contracts can explain several key facts of sovereign borrowing and in particular why governments issue bonds in the rst place, i.e., debt contracts that promise a non-contingent repayment. Such bonds are



21 Ex-post the government is indierent between repudiation or repayment under the optimal contract. Creditors, on the other hand, receive no payment in case of repudiation.
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implicitly



state-contingent, as governments frequently default and repay their



debts partiallythough often only after a protracted and costly debt renegotiation. This observation has led Shleifer (2003) and others to raise the fundamental question why governments do not hedge the risks of an income shortfall by issuing securities that are



explicitly



state-contingent, with returns linked to



commodity prices or economic performance. This paper provides an answer to the question why governments issue bonds: government bonds can be understood as optimal loan contracts in an environment characterized by asymmetric information and weak contractual enforcement. Sovereign debt crises episodes are interpreted as costly but necessary state verications that facilitate risk-sharing by resolving asymmetric information. The government then makes its nal repayment decision, resulting in a partial default. Strategic defaults occur under repudiation-proof debt: they occur in low-income states where the government is unwilling to repay its debt at face value though its income is sucient. There is indeed ample evidence that governments default strategically, based on their willingness-to-pay rather than their ability-to-pay.



Repudiation, an extreme type of sovereign default, does



not occur under repudiation-proof debt. This is in line with empirical evidence showing widely varying, but positive, recovery rates after sovereign defaults. This paper relates dierent recovery rates to dierences in economic and political repudiation costs. Higher repudiation costs tend to strengthen creditors' bargaining position leading to higher recovery rates, ex-post, and lower sovereign risk, ex-ante. The current paper presents a new theory of sovereign debt that suggests several avenues for further work.



In particular, economic and political repu-



diation costs need to be better understood and treated separate from default costs. In this paper, I argue that repudiation is the outside optionthe backdrop against which sovereign debt renegotiations take placethat occurs only



path.22



o the



equilibrium By contrast, sovereign default is a regular outcome that occurs on the equilibrium path and results in a partial repayment that depends on repudiation costs. This view suggests a new measure of repudiation costs,



based on observed recovery rates such as those documented in a new dataset compiled by Cruces and Trebesch (2013). Empirically one would like to know how repudiation costs relate to economic and political factors, to complement existing work that has mainly focused on estimating default costs, cf.



Yeyati and Panizza (2011) or Borensztein and



Panizza (2009) for example. Theoretically, a richer model of sovereign borrowing



22 In



the extension of section 6, which includes a debt renegotiation stage, repudiation can



occur on the equilibrium path under an optimal loan contract: repudiation cannot be avoided if creditor coordination costs are too high.
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would be fully dynamic and endogenize repudiation costs, at least those related to market exclusion. Such a model allows the joint study of the government's repayment and renancing decision, and is also necessary to evaluate policy interventions, like IMF-led bailouts, in a more complete manner than I have been able to do in the current paper.



Appendix Proof of Proposition 4.5:



Proof.



In the rst part of the proof, I show that for any optimal contract there is



a repudiation-proof debt contract that is also optimal. Let



(α, β) be an optimal



contract. By proposition 4.3, the contract is repudiation-proof. Furthermore, the contract satises the conditions of truthful state revelation, given in proposi-



β (ˆ y , y) = D



tion 4.4. It follows that a new contract,



˜, (˜ α, β)



if



α (ˆ y ) = 0 for



and



β˜ (ˆ y , y) =



if



˜ ≤ min{γ yˆ + ¯b, yˆ} D



if



˜ > min{γ yˆ + ¯b, yˆ} D



 



˜ D



 γy + b ˜. D



D.



Consider



dened by



  0 α ˜ (ˆ y) =  1



for some constant



some constant



if



α ˜ (ˆ y) = 0



if



α ˜ (ˆ y) = 1 



By construction, the contract



 α ˜ , β˜



is (i) repudiation-



proof and (ii) satises truthful state revelation. As both the original contract and the new contract satisfy truthful state revelation, I replace the reported income,



yˆ,



by realized income,



Suppose that



˜ = D, D



y,



in the following.



and consider the verication functions of the new



and original contract,



α ˜



and



α.



realized income state,



y,



is such that the verication decision is the same under



There are three cases to consider. First, if the



both contracts under truthful revelation, or of



β˜



implies that



such that



β˜ (y, y) ≥ β (y, y).



α ˜ (y) < α (y),



α ˜ (y) = α (y), then the construction



Second, if the realized income state,



y,



is



then it follows from truthful state revelation that



˜ =D β˜ (ˆ y , y) = D and



β (ˆ y , y) ≤ D − ¯b − b so that



β˜ (ˆ y , y) ≥ β (ˆ y , y).







The third case can be ruled out. To see this, suppose
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α (y) = 0. Then ˜ > min{γy + ¯b, y}, by the denition of βˆ and α β˜ (ˆ y , y) = γy + b and D ˆ . But also ˜ β (y, y) = D, since α (y) = 0. As D = D, it follows that y is a repudiation state



the realized income state,



y,



is such that



(α, β), a contradiction. ˜ y) ≥ β(y, y) if D ˜ = D. β(y,



under the contract and



α ˜ (y) = 1



and



Thus, I have shown that



From the previous, it follows that one can nd



˜ ≤ D D



α ˜ (y) ≤ α(y)



such that the



participation constraint of the creditor binds. The resulting contract satises repudiation-proofness, truthful revelation and







new contract,



 α ˜ , β˜ ,



α ˜ (y) ≤ α(y).



It follows that the



must be optimal.



In the second part of the proof, I show that







 α ˜ , β˜ = (α, β)



i.e., the contracts dier on a set with zero probability mass. As



almost surely,



  (α, β) and α ˜ , β˜



are optimal contracts, both contracts minimize expected verication costs, and we have



 E (α − α ˜ ) ¯b − b = 0 Consider the verication function we must have



β(y, y) = D,



α(y) = 1,



as



Let



For all states



α(y) = 0



y



such that



γy + ¯b < D,



would result in a repayment obligation,



that exceeds the government's willingness-to-pay. A priori, there



can be more states for which



˜ ≤ D. D



α.



(.1)



A



α(y) = 1,



denote the set of those states, so



We see that



D−¯ b



ˆγ Eα =



α ˜ (y) ≤ α(y) and n o ¯ b A := y ≥ D− γ α(y) = 1 .



as we only know that



ˆ 1f (y)dy +



0



1f (y)dy A



furthermore we have



˜ ¯ D− b



ˆγ Eα ˜=



1f (y)dy 0



As long as the political cost of state verication is positive, or follows from (.1) that (i) we see that



α ˜ = α



˜ D=D



almost surely.



and (ii)



it



has probability mass zero. Thus,



As both contracts satisfy the participation



constraint of the creditor with equality,



β˜ = β



A



 ¯b − b > 0,



Eβ = E β˜ = g ,



we must also have that



almost surely.



Proof of Proposition 6.1:



Proof. Let (M, α, β) be an optimal contract and consider the set of repudiation states, R = {y ∈ T | q(y)



such that



{m ∈ M |qy (m) > 0
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and



ρ=0}= 6 ∅}



where



q : T → M



is an equilibrium reporting strategy of the government in



the game induced by



m



is chosen by type



(M, α, β); qy (m)



y



under



q.



denotes the probability that message



The set of repudiation states,



R,



consists of



income states that result in repudiation with positive probability under the government's equilibrium reporting strategy. In the rst part of the proof, I show that repudiation can be ruled out under an optimal contract, i.e., the set of repudiation states is empty.



As



creditor coordination is costless, every state verication results in a successful debt workout in which the government repays creditors rather than repudiates. It follows that there can be two types of repudiation states: in each repudiation state, the government either (i) strictly prefers to send unveried reports, or (ii) is indierent between sending veried and unveried reports. if there is no state verication, or given by some constant,



α = 0,



Note that,



then the repayment obligation is



β(m, y) = β(m, .) = D.



Consequently, the government



repudiates with certainty in repudiation states of the rst type, and receives corresponding payo of



y − γy .



In repudiation states of the second type, the



government either repudiates after sending an unveried report, or repays after a debt renegotiation, both leading to the same payo,



γy +b



y − γy .



Now, suppose the set of repudiation states is nonempty and consider a repudiation state



y ∈ R.



Then the government receives a payo of



certainty, and creditors receive a payo of



y − γy ,



with



0, with positive probability, under the



government's equilibrium reporting strategy. Consider a new reporting strategy,



q0 ,



dened as follows: for each repudiation state, let



such that



α (m) ˜ = 1;



and let



0



q ≡q



q 0 (y) = m ˜



with



m ˜ ∈ M



otherwise. The new reporting strategy,



q0 ,



is an equilibrium reporting strategy as it leaves the government with the same payo in every state. Furthermore, the set of repudiation states is empty under the new reporting strategy, and creditors get a higher expected repayment as they now get



γy + b,



repudiation states.



with certainty, in those states that were previously



It follows that a new contract can be found such that (i)



the government's repayment obligation is lower in unveried states, and (ii) the participation constraint of the creditors is still satised. This contradicts the optimality of the original contract and concludes the rst part of the proof by showing that the set of repudiation states must be empty. Next, I show that the government almost surely chooses verication or no verication, but not both. In other words, the set of states in which the government is indierent between verication and no verication has mass To see this, assume that the message space, verication decisions, i.e.,



α(m0 ) = 0.



∃m ∈ M



0.



M , is rich enough to choose distinct



such that



α(m) = 1 and ∃m0 ∈ M



such that



Consider the government's reporting strategy. If the government



randomizes over veried and unveried reports in a given state,
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y , it must obtain



the same payo regardless whether a verication takes place. As the government receives



y − γy



y − D + ¯b in



in case of a verication, and



case of no verication,



the government is indierent between the two if and only if



D = γy + ¯b or



y=



D−¯ b γ . This is a zero probability event under the continuous pdf



f (y).



Now I can show that the set of unveried states equals the upper interval set of income-states given by



 y ∈ T |γy + ¯b ≥ D .



As the government does not



randomize to determine whether there will be a state verication, I can identify each state with a unique verication decision. Let the set of



unveried states



be given by



Tno verif ication := {y ∈ T | q(y)



such that



α(q(y)) = 0}



For unveried states, (i) the repayment obligation is given by some constant







D,



and (ii)



y ∈ T |γy + ¯b ≥ D



D



is not repudiated. It follows that







. Now consider a state



y ∈T



such that



consider the government's equilibrium reporting strategy chooses a verication, or



α(q(y)) = 1,



q.



β(m, y) = D



Tno verif ication ⊆ γy + ¯b ≥ D



It is direct from the previous that the set of



Tverif ication := {y ∈ T | q(y)



y − γy .



equals the lower interval set of income-states Finally, consider the message space



M.







its payo is



If the



y−D+



verication , so that



veried states



such that



and



If the government



then its resulting payo is



government chooses no verication, or α(q(y)) = 1, then ¯b ≥ y − γy . It follows that the government chooses no  y ∈ T |γy + ¯b ≥ D ⊆ Tno verif ication .



for



given by



α(q(y)) = 1}



y ∈ T |γy + ¯b < D







.



Without the revelation principle,



there is no obvious restriction on the message space except for the requirement that it contains at least two distinct messages, interpreted as verication and no verication, which is needed to implement the optimal contract described above.



Proof of Proposition 6.2:



Proof.



Let



(M, α, β) be an optimal contract and consider the set payment states,



P = {y ∈ T | q(y) where



q : T → M



such that



{m ∈ M |qy (m) > 0



and



ρ=1}= 6 ∅}



is an equilibrium reporting strategy of the government in



the game induced by



(M, α, β).



Remember that
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qy (m)



denotes the probability



that message



m



is chosen by type



y



under



q.



The set of payment states,



P,



consists of income states that result in payments under the government's optimal reporting strategy. The set is nonempty, as the optimal contract an expected payment to the creditors equal to



(M, α, β) yields



g.



In the rst part of the proof, I show that the optimal contract, can be of three types. To do so, consider the set of



Pverif ication = {y ∈ P | q(y)



such that



(M, α, β),



veried payment states,



{m ∈ M |qy (m) > 0



and



α(m) = 1 } = 6 ∅}



which consists of payment states in which the government sends a veried report with positive probability; likewise, consider the set of



Pno verif ication = {y ∈ P | q(y)



such that



unveried payment states,



{m ∈ M |qy (m) > 0



and



α(m) = 0 } = 6 ∅}



which consists of payment states in which the government sends an unveried report with positive probability; and note that



P = Pverif ication ∪Pno verif ication .



Now, suppose the intersection of veried and unveried payment states is nonempty, or that



Pverif ication ∩ Pno verif ication 6= ∅.



Pverif ication ∩ Pno verif ication = P .



Pno verif ication .



Then it must be the case



To see this, let



y ∈ Pverif ication ∩



As the government is indierent between a state verication



and no state verication, it follows that



y − D + ¯b = y − d + b or



D − d = ¯b − b.



Pno verif ication .



Assume



such that



y ∈ / Pverif ication ∩



As the government strictly prefers a state verication over no



verication, it must be that



Pno verif ication



∃y ∈ Pverif ication



such that



D−d > ¯b−b, a contradiction.



Similarly, assume



y∈ / Pverif ication ∩ Pno verif ication .



∃y ∈



As the government



strictly prefers no state verication over a state verication, it must be that



D − d < ¯b − b,



again a contradiction. Next, suppose the intersection of veried



and unveried payment states is empty, or As



Pverif ication ∩ Pno verif ication = ∅.



P = Pverif ication ∪ Pno verif ication , it follows that either (i) Pverif ication = P D − d > ¯b − b, or (ii) Pno verif ication = P and D − d < ¯b − b.



and



In sum, the contract can be of three types. The contract can either (i) leave the government indierent between verications in all payment states, or (ii) leave the government to prefer a verication in all payment states, or (iii) leave the government to prefer no verication in all payment states. This concludes the rst part of the proof. In the second part of the proof, I show that contracts of the rst and second type lead to payos that are Pareto dominated by payos of contracts of the third type. It follows that an optimal contract must be of the third type that
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leaves the government to prefer no verication in every payment state. reason is straightforward:



The



state verications serve no purpose if every debt



renegotiation breaks down because creditors cannot coordinate. Consider a contract,



(M, α, β),



of the second type, i.e., a contract that



leaves the government to prefer a state verication in all payment states, or



Pverif ication = P states. Now, let



˜ ˜ β(m, y) = D



if



D − d > ¯b − b. Then creditors receive d in all payment  ˜ with ˜ := d + ¯b − b and consider a new contract (M, α, β) D and



α(m) = 0.



By construction, the set of payment states is un-



altered under the new contract. Furthermore, the new contract is of the rst type as it leaves the government indierent between a state verication and no state verication in all payment states. Under the new contract, the government receives the same payo in every state, and creditors receive a higher expected payment, as



˜ > d. D



It follows that the new contract Pareto dominates the



original contract. Now, consider a contract,



(M, α, β),



of the rst type, i.e., a contract that



leaves the government indierent between a state verication and no state



Pverif ication ∩ Pno verif ication = P and ¯ D − d = b − b. Then the creditors receive d or D in all payment states. Now,  ˜ such that d˜ > D − ¯b − b and consider a new contract (M, α, β) ˜ with let d ˜ β(m, y) = d˜ if α(m) = 1. By construction, the set of payment states is unalverication in all payment states, or



tered under the new contract.



Furthermore, the new contract is of the third



type, as it leaves the government to prefer no verication in all payment states. With the new contract, the government receives the same payo in every state, and creditors receive a higher expected payment, as they now receive a payment



D



in every payment state. It follows that the new contract Pareto dominates



the original contract. This concludes the second part of the proof. Finally, consider the message space



M.



Without the revelation principle,



there is no obvious restriction on the message space except for the requirement that it contains at least one message, interpreted as no verication, which is needed to implement the optimal contract described above.
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